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UNIVERSITY OF lffl'l MEX! CO

Constitution, Voting Members ,
Committee Lists, and
Minutes of Meetings

of the

University Facult..y:

1950-51

Volume VIII

Q

Hay 10, 1951

To :

embers of the Faculty

From:

Secretary of the Faculty

mhe rev

ar meeting of the Faculty will be held on

· or. a··, ::ay 14, at 4 : 00 p .~ . in Science Lecture Hall.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Report by Dr. Eeid for Extension Commi ttee.

2.

Report by Dr . LaPaz for Fubli cc:,tions Commi ttee .

J.

Report by Dr . Castetter for Graduate Commi ttee (attach~d).

4.

Report by Dr . Castonb'UaY for Policy Co;:unittee:
Commi tees for 1951-52 (attached) .

Faculty

Eva u. Israel,
Secretary ·of the Faculty .

1
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May 10, 1951

The Graduate Committee ,·r.i.s::i.es to submit tr.e follm·ring resolution for
the consideration of the General Pacult,y:
1.
military
time for
complete

That graduate stU£1.ent s vi thdrawing from the University to enter
service be urged. to uitha_raw forl'lally. If there is insufficient
the stuc1ent to conplete the process, the Gracluate Office uill
it for him on even the most informal notification.

2. That if the withdrawing student can show military orders the
follm-:ing rules shall apply:
a. A graduate student who ,·1i t 1draws from the University before
the end of the tuelfth ,-.reek of a semester will automatically receive t l: e
grac1.e of 11 \'!1 1 regardless of r..is standing in his course c.t the time of ·Ti thdrawal .
b. Graduate credit may be gro.nted to a stucl ent who is involu: t a.rily calleQ into military service if the student has been in the course at
least twelve weeks , :provided the instructor ano. the Graduate Dean a~)prove.
c. T~t- a ·policy2. be followed ,.rhereby individual action and dcci
sion be employed. in all cases which arise . T:iis principle.· is 'based upon
the fact that in the Graduate School such courses as problems , semina rs,
and research offer opportunity for student evaluation on an individual
basis.

J.

That these regulations shall be effective for Semester II, 1950--

51, and thereafter.

----------The G~aduate Committee ,-rishes to submit the follo,..r.i.ng recommendation
for the consideration of the General Faculty:
That a Masterls degree be branted for a m~nimum of 24 cr~dit
hours, not more than 6 of which shall be in p~oblems or in
independent research, plus an acceptable thesis.

May 10, 1951
To Members of the University F~culty:
Following is the list of standing committees of the University
Faculty for the year 1951-52 as approved jointly by Mr. Popejoy e.nd the
Policy Committee. Participation in committee work is a right and duty
of individuals of all ranks, and Faculty members who accept commit tee mem·bership are expected to take an active part in the t,1ork of the commi ttee
or committees to which they are assigned.
ST.AJIU)IliTG co:iMI '::TEES OF THE UEIVERSITY FACULTY

Policy Committee
Members elected by College Faculties and Graduate Committee:
Castle (1951-53) - Pharmacy
Castonguay (1950-52) - Engineering
Crawford (1951-53) - Education
Edgel (1950-52) - Business Administration
Haas (1951-53) - Fine Arts
Hibben (1951-53) - Arts and Sciences
Meek (1950-52) - Law
(.f.A1«h)---»Reeve (1951-52) - Graduate Comnittee
Members-at-large elected by Voting Faculty:
LaPaz (1950-52), Parish (1951-53), Russell (1951-53)
Adninistrative Committee
Pope.joy ~Chairman), Castetter, Clauve, Donnelly, Farris, Gausewitz,
D. O. Kelley, MacGregor, Mathany, Nanninga, Riebsomer, Robb,
Scholes, s. Smith, Sorrell, Strahlem,
(Dean, College
of Pharmacy) •
Nembers elected by the Voting :Faculty:
(1949-52), Ueihofen (1951-54).

Koster (1950-53), Ho rthrop

Academic Freedon and ~enure
Members elected by the Voting Faculty: Alexander, Jacobs, Jorrin,
Lopes, Reeve , Keller (alternate).
(Chairman is elected by the Committee).

-------Athletic Council
Fleck (C:b.airman), :Seek, Sacks, ,1agner
Three student members.

I
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Board of the Di vision of Resee,rch and Development
Castonguay (Chairman), Castle, Daub, :2.d.gel (ex-officio), Strahlem,
Hagner
Bui] ding

Ford (Chairman), Clauve, J.
Robb , Sorrell, Strahlem

r..

Green, Jacobson, Kercheville, Masley,

Calendar & Schedule
Beach (Chairman), Baughman, Clauve, Da.mga.ard, Heimerich, MacGregor,
Head of AFROTC (ex-officio), Head of lffiOTC (ex-officio)
Campus Improvement
Dittmer (Chairman), Bowdich (ex-officio), Looney (ex-officio), May,
SnO\·r, St oneking, Tucker (ex-officio)
. Cultural Program
S. Smith (Chair~an), Keller, Keston, Kluckhohn, J. Miller, Sloan
Eight stuclent members.
CurricuJa
Scholes (Chairman), Foss, Hendrick son, Juel.ah, T. L. Hartin, EcCann,
H. !:. ~iiller, Pearce, Seecl, D. I.I. Smith
Ent r ance and. Credi ts
MacGregor (Chairman),
(.AFROTC), ~auman , Donnelly, Farris,
(lffiOTC), lifanninga, Robb, Simons, Sorrell, Uellck
Extension
J. T . Reid (Chairman), Crawford, Elser, Hu.zars:d, Kroft, Runge,
Russell, Strahlel!l (ex-officio)
General College
H.

o.

P..ied (Chairman), Bahn , :'.'. ailey, Breiland, Burley, Chreist,
Grace, Hibben, Israel

Graduate
Castetter (Chairman), Arms, Diefendorf, Eubank, LaPaz, iiacCurdy,
McMurray, H. Hiller , Peterson, Reeve, Regener , Uollman
Library
Hoff ( Chairman), Bunting, R. Ii . Duncan, Ferm, Jacobs, L. Johnson,
D. o. Kelley , Newman, Poldervaart, Suttle, Uooclward

- 3 Prizes and Awards
Uicker (Chairraan), Clark, Gibson, ~eleher, Hilliken, Stoneking
Publications
LaPaz (Chairman), Albrecht, Castetter, Douglass, Durrie (ox-officio),
Mann (ex-officio), McKenzie, Horthrop, Ramon Send.er, Strahleo
Registration
Koster (Chairman), Cline, Dunbar, Lopes, I:acGregor, .fitchell
Student Affairs

s.

Smith (Chairman) , DeGroot, Helen Ellis, Knight, Poore, Snapp
Five student members .

•

Student Publications Board
Evans, Holmes, Tedlock
Five student memberso
Chairman to be appointed by the President from amon6 ad.miniotrativo
employees .

I

Student Standards
Cro\·rell, Fleming, Huber, Simpson
Four student members •
.§:y.rnmer Session
Riebsomer (Chairman), Allen, J . Duncan , Farris, Ivins, Reva, Scho~nfcl

·. . .

Reiter (Chairman) , Buell, Clough, Irion, Longhurst , D. F. Smith,
Steffens , Tatschl
University Aims and Objectives
Alexander (Chairman) , J . L. :Jllis, Fellorn, Ivins, Jorrin, Scholeo,
S. Smi th, Todd , Ueihofen, .'ellck

THE UNIVERSITY OF JEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEET I NG
May 14, 1951
(Summarized Minutes)
The iay 14 meeting of the University Faculty was called
to order by President Popejoy at 4:10 p.m. with a quorwn
present.
Dr. LaPaz reported for the Publications Committee
and moved the adoption of his report. The motion was
seconded and carried •
. Dr . Reid gave a re port for the Extension Comnittee,
and his re port was adopeed .
Dr. Castetter reviewed previous decisions concerning
the granting of honorary degrees and said that early in the
fall the Graduate Committee would make a careful study of
the policy of granting honorary degrees.
Dr. Castetter presented a resoluti on concerning the
withdrawal of graduate students to enter military service.
The recommendations of the @raduate Committee were voted
upon and passed.
Dr. Castetter submitted another resolution from the
Graduate Committee "That a I1aster' s degree be granted for
a minimum of 24 cr;dit hours, not more than 6 of which shall
be in problems or in independent research, plus an acceptable
thesis." This resolution was passed by the faculty.
Dr. Castonguay presented the lists of members for standing committees for 1951-52, and the lists were finally
approved as presented.
Dr. Scholes urged faculty members to obtain X-rays
while the units were on the campus.
The meeting adjourned at 5:25 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Eva M. Israel
Secretary of the Faculty
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FACULTY MEETING

May 14, 1951
The May 14 meeting of the Univer it
s Y Faculty was called t
Order by President Popejoy at 4 : 10 P.m.
with a
o
quorum present
President Popejoy: Will the facult
•
I want to explain to the faculty that thi Please come to order?
is an invention of the secretary's offi 8 microphone up here
on their part to record precisely all 0 ~ 8 th There is no intent
here, especially those sentences where verb8 statements made
but as I understand it, it will facilit t ~hare left out;
of the minutes for the meeting.
a e 8 preparation
The first order of business today unde
mittees will be a report from Dr. LaPaz rep~e rep~rts of CO!!lPublications Comrni ttee. Dr. LaPaz.
sen ng the
Dr. LaPaz: Mr . President, Colleagues as D
pointed out in his letter of December 6 1 50 0 ~; T}r~~an has
ponsibili ties of the Policy Committee
to s~hedul~ fac~l~escommi ttee reports at designated meetings of the facult
present report has been scheduled in this manner.
Y•
e

1; 9

Th

The report has been prepared with the functions and duties
of the Publications Committee as formulated and adopted by the
University faculty. You will recall that the Publications
Committee has the responsibility for formulating and maintaining the general policy of the publications program at the
University, for the critical reading and evaluation of manuscripts submitted to this press, and for the ultimate acceptance
or rejection of such manuscripts. The Publications Committee
makes the recommendation to the administration relative to the
financing of the publications to the University Press and
approves or disapproves of those emanating from sources outside the University of New Mexico. The Committee makes recommendations to the University of New Mexico relative to the
appointment of the Director of the UNM Press and Editor ot
the University Publication Series. The UNM printing plant is
a department of the Unive rsity distinct from the Press and not
under the jurisdiction of the Publications Committee.

.IOJ m.ri:J aq+ Jo e::q:JJO uopuo1 eq+ mo.rJ emeo 11eo

'B

uatzyi

University presses no doubt had their origin in the facts
noted by the writer who points out that some scholars are
gentlemen, a few are judges of good whiskey, but practically
all are authors. Since some of these academic authors presume
to write treatises and others prefer to write tracts, the
publications issued by university presses have been broken

,,
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
May 14, 195'1
orderT~e ~ay
Y res

t:

meeting of the University Faculty was called to
ent Popejoy at 4:10 p.m. with a quorum present.

I wan~resident Popejoy: Will the faculty please come to order?
t 0 explain to the faculty that this microphone up here
1~ an 1 nvention
of the secretary's office. There is no intent
h0 their part to record precisely all of the statements made
be~e, especially those sentences where verbs are left out·
~ t~s I understand it, it will facilitate the preparatio~
0
e minutes for the meeting.
mitt The ~irst order of business today under reports of comp blees !ill be a report from Dr. LaPaz representing the
u ications Committee. Dr. LaPaz.
p

tDr. LaPaz: Mr. President, Colleagues, as Dr. Tireman has
1n ed out in his letter of December 6, 1950, one of the responsibilities of the Policy Committee is to schedule faculty
committee reports at designated meetings of the faculty. The
present report has been scheduled in this manner.
0

The report has been prepared with the functions and duties
gfithe Publications Committee as formulated and adopted by the
n versity faculty. You will recall that the Publications
rommittee has the responsibility for formulating and maintainng the general policy of the publications program at the
University, for the critical reading and evaluation of manuscripts submitted to this press, and for the ultimate acceptance
or rejection of such manuscripts. The Publications Committee
makes the recommendation to the administration relative to the
financing of the publications to the University Press and
approves or disapproves of those emanating from sources outside the University of New Mexico . The Committee makes recommendations to the University of New Mexico relative to the
appointment of the Director of the UNM Press and Editor of
the University Publication series. The UNM printing plant is
a department of the university distinct from the Press and not
under the jurisdiction of the Publications Committee.
University presses no doubt had their origin in the facts
noted by the writer who points out that some scholars are
gentlemen, 8 few are judges of good whiskey, but practically
all are authors. Since some of these academic authors presume
to write treatises and others prefer to write tracts, the
Publications issued by university presses have been broken
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down almost fro
and bulletins.

the beginning into two categories:

books

In this to- ay breakdown the University of New Mexico
follo
tradition. The bulletin series, which as late as
December, 1945, ere generally referred to as scholarly publications, are no University publications. We have several
series of those. New ones are being constantly added. The books
referred to no as University Press Publications have undergone
further subdivision in line with that characteristic of all
university presses, and that is the scholarly treatises and
semi-popular hich, by their appeal to the general reader,
provide funds for carrying on a publications program not
other ise possible.
I would like to mention a factor controlling the choice
of manuscripts hich are finally accepted for publication in
either the books or the bulletins series at the University of
e
exico. Of the thirty-five university presses described
in the Kerr report, thirty-one compete in the eastern half of
the United States and Canada. In the western half, only four
university presses function: Washington, California, Stanford,
and the University of New exico. This determines not only
favorable conditions for the activities of the UNM Press, but
to a large extent determines the criteria by which the Publications Committee ultimately decides whether to reject or
accept a given manuscript. In the book series, unless outside subsidization from the author, for example, or from the
Pan- erican Union if available or other interested agencies,
we ould limit acceptance to volumes of regional character.
Included in regional, of course, are the inter-Americana
manuscripts which arrive here in considerable numbers. In
the scholarly series the same regional bias is present. First
and foremost, we are interested in manuscripts submitted by
authors.
A general criterion: is the manuscript submitted of
regional character? Does it relate to the Rocky Mountain
region to which estates feel we belong in spite of ariy
uncertainty of the not too distant past.
Finall
ou ma ask what would happen in the unlikely
circumstanc!'that weycame to the end of an academic year with
some funds remainin in the budget allotted to the University
Publications Seriesg I can't tell you that shallie~er haihen,
but my guess is that we would then accept manuscr P son e
basis of their distribution irrespective of authorship or
regional characteristics.
h
eral plans which guide the
With these remarks on t ehigen general decisions, I turn
Pb
u lications Committee in reac ng

3
to reports first of the Director of the UNM press, Mr. E. D.
ann. During the year 6-30-50 to 6-30- 51, 117 book manuscripts
have been examined. Of these, 11 have survived the screening
by the Press staff and the Publications Committee and have
been published. Contrast these figures with last year's report
here 92 manuscripts had been subnitted and where 8 survived.
s 1st year, a ards and honors have not been lacking
!or the
Press publications. Cacti .Qf Arizona received
an a ard as one of the three best western books of 1950. A
national lithography a ard went to the Peter Hurd Portfolio.
The boo jacket for asked Gods, designed by Professor Ralph
Douglass of the University, received one of the top twentyfour nati onal book jacket awards. Dancing Diplomats was a
Catholic Book Club selection. One booK earlier published
seems no to ave entered the Hall of Fame. ~ i l liill
has been issued in pocketbooK edition, the first 100,000
copies have been sold, and we are on our way to the first
million.
In addition to the reports here given of publications,
hat about our finances?
r. ann informs me that our apparent
deficit this year ill be in the vicinity of $4,000 as compared
1th an average deficit of $11,000 for the thirty- five universities covered in the err report. In contrasting those
figures e should take into account the fact that we have four
full-time e ployees and to part-time, whereas the average
payroll for university presses will include thirteen fulltie and four part-time employees. It is apparent we are
stared 1th eager beavers.
ne phrase has entered the vocabulary of the University
of e
exico: "inventory write-off" and "remaindering."
hat do they ean? After listening to oral explanations given
to the Publications Committee, it was felt desirable to have
the Director of the Press put in riting comments that the
Chairman ight read you in regard to these terms.
The matter of inventory write - off, although common business practice 1th most university presses, commercial publishers, and other business, is new procedure for the UNM
Press, and as such should be explained . It will be recalled
that as of July 1, 1950, the University Press inventory of
books on hand as reduced by a write- off of $26,337.95. This
sho~ld not be taken to mean that the University Press lost any
such sum of money either that year or during any accumulation
of years, nor does it mean that the University Press inventory
of books on hand as actually reduced by so much as a single
volume.
e had exactly as many books on hand on the morning
of July 1 1950 as e had at the close of business June 30,
and those'books'were still just as salable, have been, and s till

~
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are being sold just as rapidly and in most cases at the same
original retail prices as before the write-off. In order to
present a clear picture, this example was posed. It is necessary to understand the bookkeeping methods by which a press
operates. Let us also, by way of example, assume that 2,000
copies of a given book cost the press $2,000 to produce. That
edition will be entered in inventory at $1 per book. The press
overhead applicable to the production of that same book amounts
to 25 cents, or for the edition an added $500. This overhead
expense is not reported in inventory, but is a charge that
must be borne by the book. Also that this book is so priced
that each book sold brings $2. Once the book sold 1,250 copies,
the press would be in the black on that edition, production
cost and overhead paid, but there would still be 750 copies of
the book in inventory, each copy bearing a cost of $1 for a
total inventory value of $750. In the case of this particular
item, that would be the sum which goes out by inventory writeoff. It will be seen, therefore, that an inventory write-off
isn't a true reflection of profit or loss. Some books paid
for themselves long before the write-off, some had not; but
some had some balance, the profits of which reduced the
apparent loss. The inventory write-off was a logical adjustment of figures to bring our appraisal of inventory values
more in line with actual values.
What now about remaindering? Placing a realistic current
value on books in inventory also makes it possible for us to
recover at least part of that inventory value by remainder
sales of titles on which we are overstocked. Remaindering is
a publishers' term meaning sales of overstock of products at
best prices available. It does not mean selling below production cost but means they can be part of that cost and clearing
inventory and storage--you know how important storage is at
the University of New Mexico--to make way for newer and more
active goods.
I pass on to consideration of the University publications,
referring to the report of the editor of publications, r.
John Durrie. The budget for 1950-51 is $12,200 as against
$12,750 for the preceding year has enabled publication of the
following scholarly books and monographs: In Anthropology,
series No. 7 and reprints of 5 and 4 in Vol. I; in Biology,
series Nos. 4 and 5; in Economics, series No. l; Engineering,
series No. 5; History, series Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5, the commemorative volume to honor Professor Dargan; in Language and
Literature, Nos. 7, 8, 9. In addition, funds from the publications series budget served to subsidize to the extent
of $100 publication of the New Mexico Folklore Record.
r. Durrie makes the following pertinent comments on
publications in this series:

5
"Publications in the several scholarly series hav r ceived wide distribution both in this country and abroad and
complimentary mailing lists for all publications insur that
a copy of each issue is placed in a large number of public and
university libraries with hich we have exchange agreements.
Cash receipts from sales in 1950 nearly quadrupled those of
the preceding year, and thus far receipts in 1951 nearly qu druple those of the corresponding period in 1950. The to 1
amounts involved are not financially significant from an o rall viewpoint but the comparative totals do indicate that
circulation of the Publications series is increasing st adil.
"One factor which has contributed to this increas d circulation is the policy, adopted during the pasty ar, of llo ing a short discount, i.e., 20%, to booksellers nd librari
on purchases of our scholarly publications. Alo, in an ffor
to increase eye appeal, we have deviated from con 1 tent us o
the gray cover stock which has characterized the series for
some years. A further recent policy change has been tor due
the usual run of 1,000 copies to 500, thus allowing mor publications for the same amount of money and reducing the ossibility of unwieldy inventories.
''Faculty editors of the various series have been activ
in the search for manuscripts of quality, and it sees re onable to assume that the presence of this publications m di
on the campus has been a factor in stimulating scholarly
research among members of the Faculty."
Those of you who keep on your front porch or in so e
other easily accessible place Dittmer's ~ Problems .Q... the
Southwest in the beautiful green binding ill understand
what Mr. Durrie is referring to.
The Publications Committee also feels that in the case
of the scholarly series as in the case of the University Pres
Publications where modesty has forbid any mention of the activities of the Director or Editor, the Publications Co ittee
wishes to acknowledge. It is for this reason that e ention
with regret one of the fe policy decisions which has had to
be made by the Publications Committee this year. Under date
of April 1, because r. Durrie as urgently needed for administrative purposes, it was necessary to effect a change in the
editorship of the scholarly publications.
r. Durrie ill
retain during the next year his title of editor of scholarly
publications, but r4, Barry Stevens ho has been appoint d
associate editor will carry most of the editorial ork. In
addition to this policy decision, another one came u in
connection with the editorship of the New exico u rt r
Review. Due to the illness of Dr. Ortega, at the beginning
of the present semester it was necessary to find a repl cement for him; and the Publications Committee reco ended

f
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and the recommendation was approved by the administration
the appointment of Dr. George Arms to act as editor of th~
New Mexico Quarterly Review.
These items, I believe, cover most of the points that
could be of any possible interest to the faculty in connection
with the University publications program.
President Popejoy:
the adoption?
Dr. LaPaz:

Thank you, Dr. LaPaz.

Do you move

I would move the adoption of the report.

Dr. Julian Duncan: I would like to ask if it would be
possible to arrange a showcase in the administration building
or in the new classroom building to show off our books. I
find you have to be a detective to find where they are, and
I would say that we would do well to have in a good place
well lighted according to best artistic standards a showcase
in which we show off our wares.
Dr. LaPaz: The President's office contains a case in
which several University of New Mexico Press publications are
constantly on display. Mr. Durrie's office has a similar
display for the scholarly publications. It is a little harder
to see the complete sets. The library might be a good place
for such an exhibit.
President Popejoy: I think what you had in mind is a case
that would include all of these. I believe that is a good suggestion. Where to put it will have to be determined. Any
other suggestion or question? There is a motion that the
report of the Publications Committee as submitted by Dr. LaPaz
be adopted. All in favor say "aye." Opposed? It is carried.
The next report is from the Extension Committee. Dr. Reid:
Dr. Reid: Mr. President, Members of the Faculty, I have
here a report that would take too long to read and I have copies
available, for those of you who would care for a copy, on the
corner of the table here.
If I may, then, I will take a brief moment of your time
to summarize this report. Three major items have been the
concern of the Extension Committee during this year. These
were, first, the status of the film library or the audio
visual aids service which is under the Extension Division.
After considerable study by a subcommittee of the Extension
Committee of practice with respect to film libraries in other
institutions, we, in line with the stated function of the
Extension Committee, recommended additional funds for the
operation of a film rental library service to schools, clubs,
and groups in the state, in addition to the expanded audio

7
visual services for use on the campus. This meant involving
funds, and we recommended a rather large sum for our university--not large in relation to the amount spent for this sort
of thing in other universities. The administration felt it
was impossible to meet that sort of thing now, and as matters
stand now the film library service probably will operate the
same as it has in the past. A.rry change in that will have to
be made, of course, after due consideration by the administration of the University.
The second item the Committee gave considerable attention
to, and which I think was a great deal more under pressure,
was one pertaining to the pay of extension class instructors.
We have traditionally paid our extension class instructors,
those who go out from the campus into communities to teach
regular grade classes, we paid them for the last ten years
$200 for teaching a three-hour course plus the regular travel
allowance which is 7 cents a mile and $5 per diem. This sum
is too small the Committee felt, and it recommended, again
accumulating data from various other universities and schools
over the country, a rather complex formula for revising that
pay and brought it up to about an average of $360 or $370 plus
the regular travel allowance. The administration again felt
that this was a little too ambitious in light of our financial
stress during these times, and they asked for a reconsideration
on that recommendation. The Committee did 1 turning in recommendations for a straight $20 a meeting for lo class meetings for
the instructor, which will be $320 regular pay plus 7 cents a
mile and $5 per diem. This will raise it up to where we will
be comparable to other universities in the pay of extension
class instructors.
The third matter we took up was the matter pertaining to
the pay of correspondence instructors. This pay has been for
many years $8 an hour for making up a three-hour course, which
would amount to $24 for preparing the course and making assignments and so on. That was payable to the instructor as soon
as the course is fully made up. For grading the assignments
of students, they have been receiving on the basis of 36
lessons for a three-hour course 42 cents for grading each
assignment, which amounted to $15. The Committee felt that
we could well raise both of these and still stay within the
$21 which the student pays as fee in the three-hour course.
We recommended to the administration the raising of the pay
to $10 an hour for making up a course and 50 cents a lesson
for grading. That will bring the professor's pay up to $18
out of the $21 in correspondence lessons. That recommendation
hasn't been completely acted upon by the administration, but
so far as I am able to report and the Committee is able to
report the statement as given here is as far as we can go at
this time. Thank you.

1 ~,'
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President Popejoy:
Dr. Reid:

Do you move the adoption?

Yes, sir.

President Popejoy: Is there a second? Any questions?
All in favor of the adoption of the Committee report made by
Dr. Reid please say "aye." Opposed? It is carried. The next
report is by Dr. Castetter for the Graduate Committee.
Dr. Castetter: The Graduate Committee has three items to
propose; two of them are contained on the memorandum which
went out with the announcement of the meeting.
The first item has to do with the granting of honorary
degrees. I want to read first of all an excerpt from the
summarized minutes of the last faculty meeting: "Dean
Gausewitz made a motion that the Graduate Committee be requested to study the entire question of policy and submit a
statement of policy to the faculty for the awarding of honorary degrees. The motion was seconded and carried."
Now there is on record a policy on the awarding of
honorary degrees by the University faculty. This was passed
by the Faculty Senate on March 13, 1946, and I want to read
that statement as approved by the University Senate:
"The regular meeting of the University Faculty Senate was
held in Biology 6 at 4:20 Monday with Dr. Kleven, Chairman.
There were 32 members present. Dr. Larsen presented a statement for the Graduate Committee." (You remember that Dr.
Larsen at that time was acting dean of the Graduate School.)
"The Graduate Committee adopted this following motion in
June, 1945, in regard to honorary degrees: 'Candidates for
an honorary degree from the University must be approved first
by the Graduate Committee as well as by the general faculty
before any commitments be made.' At our meeting on March 12,
last week, the Committee adopted the following policy in
regard to awarding honorary degrees." Now this is the policy
which was submitted and approved March 13, 1946:
"(l) Awards should be made to those people who have
contributed to cultural and scientific development of this
region.
"(2) The Committee is not averse to awarding an honorary
degree to a commencement speaker, but it is doubtful that the
presenting of a commencement address is sufficient cause in
itself to grant an honorary degree.

"(3) The Graduate Committee would be interested now in
having nominations for honorary degrees from any faculty

0
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committee that would wish to make them. You may turn those
in to me." That is the statement of March 13, 1946.
At the April, 1951, meeting of the general faculty there
was another motion that was passed. "Dean Robb made a ~otion
that the Graduate Committee be requested to consider the
advisability of inviting nominations from the general faculty.
That motion was seconded and carried."
The Graduate Committee has considered since that time
the matter of awarding additional honorary degrees at the
coming commencement. We consider that the difficulties
inherent in getting approval by the faculty and regents by
that time are insuperable this year, and so the Committee
would like to request that the faculty go along with it along
these lines. We would like, as suggested here, to make a careful study of the policy of awarding honorary degrees. We feel
that this policy as approved in 1946 is somewhat antiquated
and we would like to begin in the fall to make a careful study
of this policy and submit that to the faculty for consideration,
and if that has been disposed of we shall then be prepared to
go ahead with the matter of honorary degrees.
Unless there is some objection to that, the Committee
will go along on that basis. I don't know as it is necessary
to have a motion. Does anybody have any comment on it? I
assume then that that is all right, and we will come up with
a revised policy. We will do this early; we don't want to
wait until next spring. We want to do it in the fall so e
will have plenty of time in the Graduate Committee and in
the faculty to consider the matter of policy for awarding
honorary degrees and also consider such nominations as are
presented.
The second item is contained in the memorandum which went
out to the faculty on May 10. I don't suppose that all of you
have this with you so I shall read it:
"The Graduate Committee wishes to submit the following
resolution for the consideration of the General Faculty:
"(l). That graduate students withdrawing from the University to enter military service be urged to withdraw formally.
If there is insufficient time for the student to complete the
process, the Graduate Office will complete it for him on even
the most informal notification."
You will notice that this regulation fits into the resolution that was passed by the general faculty on January 22
with reference to the matter of students withdrawing from the
University for military reasons. We have acted to incorporate

0
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our recommendations with our original recommendations. It is
one of the items contained in that original recommendation
This first point is almost identical with point one in the·
original resolution passed by the faculty.
"(2). That if the withdrawing student can show military
orders the following rules shall apply:
"a. A graduate student who withdraws from the University
before the end of the twelfth week of a semester will automatically receive the grade of nw 11 regardless of his standing
in his course at the time of withdrawal."
This likewise is identical with item 2, parts in the
original proposal.
"b. Graduate credit may be granted to a student who is
involuntarily called into military service if the student has
been in the course at least twelve weeks, provided the
instructor and the Graduate Dean approve."
It is felt that special cases can be handled better
individually ithin the framework than if we try to cover
them with a general regulation applicable to all cases.
"c. That a policy be followed whereby individual action
and decision be employed in all cases which arise. This
principle is based upon the fact that in the Graduate School
such courses as problems, seminars, and research offer opportunity for student evaluation on an individual basis.

(3).

That these regulations shall be effective for
Semester II, 1950-51, and thereafter."
11

nd sob, c, and No. 3 are entirely new. I should like
to move the approval by the general faculty of this recommendation.
President Popejoy: Is there a second? Any questions?
Dr. Utter: I would like to ask one question. If it is
possible for that "c" paragraph to supersede paragraph "a"
in the case of a student registered for only thesis credit
in his final semester and withdrew in the eleventh week would
he then get an automatic 11W11 ? In a Pr he carries over. Would
that be possible?
Dean Castetter: If the general faculty approves the
next proposal that situation will not arise after this current semester. You see that, don't you. There would be no
such problem after this semester. I think the present
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semester we couldcperate such a case as you have in mind simply
by adjudication.
President Popejoy: Are you ready for the question? All
in favor of the recommendation of the Graduate Committee as
stated by Dr. Castetter please say "aye." Opposed? Carried.
Dean Castetter: The last item is contained on this same
sheet. I will read it:
"The Graduate Committee wishes to submit the following
recommendation for the consideration of the General Faculty:
That a Master's degree be granted for a minimum of 24 credit
hours, not more than 6 of which shall be in problems or in
independent research, plus an acceptable thesis."
Of course this applies only to Plan I. I think it might
be well to review the history of this thing for you a little.
Two years ago the Graduate Bulletin contained in the listing
of courses No. 300, Thesis, 4-6 credit hours. Last year the
Committee recommended that this be changed and that six hours
credit be given for the thesis in all cases. There have been
found some instances in which this has not worked very well
because, for instance, in the College of Education, some of
the departments have the feeling that some theses turned in
cover an amount of work which does not justify six hours
credit. Therefore, they would like to give such people whatever credit is justified and then require them to take additional course hours in order to make up that deficiency, so
the Committee has re-studied this matter and we wish to make
the proposal. I shall read it again. (Reread recommendation.)
President Popejoy:

Any questions?

Dr. Utter: I am in favor of this proposal.
it affect the Veterans Administration?

How would

Dean Castetter: We have ironed that out. I have also
written to the State Department in Santa Fe to see how it
would affect their certification because they have a regulation which might come in conflict with this. They said there
would be no conflict. I should like to move the approval of
this recommendation. (Motion seconded.)
President Popejoy: The motion to approve is before the
assembly.
Dr. Northrop: The staff of Geology approves the final
phrasing "plus an acceptable thesis," but unless the silence
be taken to mean consent, I am not going to argue the case
today because we argued it in the meeting, so I simply wish
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to register a protest about the six hours. We feel in Geology
it should be 8, 10, or 12, but we lost out. I just wanted to
register the protest.
Dean Castetter: Dr. Northrop, I thought you and I settled
that by negotiation. That was my understanding of it. That
might come up. We will be perfectly willing to consider that
at another time. The faculty did approve the limit of six
hours problems or independent research at an earlier meeting
so that is simply being incorporated into this to make it
complete.
Dr. Wicker: May
either by the general
that the six hours of
of the subject of the
unrelated?

I ask, Dean Castetter, if it is a rulin
faculty or by the Graduate Committee
problems were to be research independent
thesis.
ust they be distinct problems,

Dean Castetter: Well, there is a regulation to that
effect. I would say not entirely unrelated, but we ran into
some difficulty in that. There was a professor who, not
understanding the situation, did have a student do a problem
and then had him continue that elaborated somewhat for a
thesis, and the student got double credit; and the Committee
is strongly opposed to that and we sent out a memorandum to
the faculty and I don't anticipate we will have much difficulty with that.
Member: I am not making any protest, but it seems to me
there could be a situation in which a student did a graduate
problem and research and later wrote his thesis on the same
general subject where there will be no question of double
credit involved, and it seems to me that unless that is
recognized some hardship might be worked on professor and
student.
Dean Castetter: There should be flexibility in that
kind of thing. There was one case ~here a student went on
a problem and became interested in it as a thesis, and before
he had gone the full semester he dropped 251 and signed up
for thesis and there was no duplication of credit.
President Popejoy: Any other discussion? Are you
ready for the question? All in favor of the recommendation
as read please say "aye." Opposed? Carried.
The next report is by the Policy Committee. Dr. Castonguay:
Dr. Cantonguay: Mr. President, Members of the Faculty,
one of the duties of your Policy Committee is to nominate
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members for the various standing committees of the University.
As we make nominations for these committees we submit these
names to the President. If there are any changes or suggested
changes, we bring those back to the Policy Committee and they
are either accepted or rejected.
In making up these nominations for the standing committees
we followed the same program that we followed last year. First
of all we wanted to get a proper distribution of special interest on these committees.
e thought this was accomplished by
sending out to each member a list containing the standing committees and asking them to designate 1, 2, 3, choice, but e
sent out about 321 and received back 150. The committee was
to hold any assignments to one or two committees.
e have
gone up as high as three, but that has been in the case of a
dean or an administrative officer. We tried to establish a
proper balance between the members who had been on the committee many years and new and inexperienced members.
Our fourth consideration was when some of these important
committees would be unnecessarily large we tried to represent
areas of activity. We worked it out on this basis: (1) Science
and engineering; (2) Social Science; (3) Fine Arts and Education; (4) Humanities, English and odern Language, and we
placed various departments under these headings. In most
cases of these committees we have tried to take 1, 2, 3 choice.
You will find we have 21 committees. I believe there are
about 12 people that have been placed on certain committees
that didn't specifically ask for those committees.
e didn't
satisfy everybody, but I believe there is probably only about
one man out of each committee that didn't ask for that particular committee, but that was suggested to us by perhaps
members representing that particular committee or members
representing the administration.
Mr. Chairman, I move that the membership of these various
standing committees as jointly approved by the President and
Policy Committee be approved by the University Faculty.
President Popejoy:

Any

questions?

Dr. Wollman: Mr. President, I would like to make one
minor suggestion not for this year but for next year and that
is 1th respect to the Library Committee. There is the possibility that in addition to the four criteria used you ought
to add a fifth one, economic status. The Library Committee
has on it for this year ten departmental representatives ho
all fall in the upper half of the allocations if you ere to
write them by size of allocation. Now that means that e get
no representation whatsoever on that committee of those departments or colleges that get relatively small allocations, and
there might be some inclination toward bias in what we have
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as a sort of pluto c ratic government.
Dr. Castonguay: Mr. Chairman, I might read out for you
the departments as we have them represented so you will see
how we are trying to give proper representation. Science and
Engineering we have represented Biology, Physics, Chemistry,
Psyc hology, five departments of Engineering, and Pharmacy.
Social Sciences: Anthropology, History, Business Administration,
Government, Sociology, and Economics; Fine Arts and Education:
Art, usic, Art Education, General Education, Administrative
Education, Physical Education, Health Education, and Secondary
Education; Humanities, English and Modern Language: English,
Modern Language, Psychology, Inter-American Affairs, and
Speech. Now those are the fields of learning that we have
tried to pick members on these general committees where they
would be unnecessarily large and I feel myself that your
interests in those particular fields are well taken care of
by the men that we chose to represent them.
Mr. Meek:

You have forgotten Law.

Dr . Castonguay: Yes, we have forgotten Law, and you are
on the Policy Committee! Maybe we can put that in the social
sciences. Will that be all right for next year?
Mr. Meek:

I think so.

Dr. Castonguay:
Member:

I will do so~

Did you mention Dramatic Art?

Dr. Castonguay:

All fields of art are here .

Member: I think that is a good answer, but I don't think
that answers the question. The question is who gets allocations? The upper
per cent of the allocations all have
representation on the Committee.

,o

Dr. Castonguay: I don't know how to answer that . We have
chosen men in these fields, and I thought that would give you
representation. How else would we pick it if not from areas
of learning?
Dr. Wollman: I would suggest that if you want to give
equal representation that you might take the allocations, and
I think there are 27 of them, and divide them into quartiles
or thirds and pick your representatives keeping in mind the
factors you want to keep in mind but also picking three or
four from each segment of the ranking by allocation. That would
be the thing you have to do .
Dr .

Castonguay :

About how many committee members
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should we have?
Dr. Wollman: I would say you could do it with the same
number, but if you rank the 27 allocations and compare that
ranking with the assignments you have, ranks 1-13 will be
represented and ranks 14 through 27 wholly unrepresented.
Am I clear when I speak of a ranking by allocation? Suppose
you have $29,000 and one department gets $3,000 and you come
on down to 50 cents. Go down the first 13 and you have all
the members of this committee, and the bottom 14 are wholly
unrepresented.
Dr. Castonguay: Would you put that suggestion into
written form and give it to me so I can have it on file next
year sometime between now and the time we make up these committees.
Dr. Duncan: Mr. Chairman, I don't want to ask an embarrassing question, but it is interesting that Economics has had
a low batting average on this committee. I was on it last year
and then Wollman was on it this year and then dropped off. I
wonder if these is any explanation of that. Were we obstreperous?
Dr. Castonguay: No. That is rather difficult to answer.
Wait until I see if I have any data on it. (Read names of
members on Library Committee for 1949-50 and 1950-51.)
e
are trying to get some old and some new represented on these.
Mr. Wollman was put on the Graduate Committee.
Dr. Duncan: Would there be any opposition to giving
Wollman two?
Dr. Castonguay: We have tried to keep the committee
assignments down to one. There are some with two and some
with three. We would prefer to keep it dovm to one.
Dr. Duncan:

Could I add his name by motion?

Dr. Castonguay: If it is agreeable with the faculty,
certainly. You can change this copy; this is just the recommendation to you.
Dr. Duncan: Mr. President, I then nominate Professor
Wollman to the Library Committee in addition to his present
assignment on the Graduate Committee.
President Popejoy: Dr. Wollman has been nominated to the
Library Committee as an addition. Any other nominations?
n
I wonder if Dr. ollman
Dr. Utter: I have a ques ti o.
wants to serve?

20t
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Dr. Wollman:

I will serve.

Dr. Castonguay: We are trying to get these committees
not too large. We dropped it from 14 in 1949-50 down to 11
in 1950-51 and as it is now it is 11.
Member:

One addition won't hurt.

Dr. Castonguay:

You can make it 20 for all I am concerned.

Mr. Kelley: Could the librarian say just a word. I do
not object to any personnel on the committee, but the size
should be set small; and I would also like to say that Columbia
last year reduced theirs to seven persons. Seven persons could
not be a representative Library Committee so I think the idea
of representation might also be questioned a little bit with
respect to the Library Committee, but as to the people put on
the Committee, anyone is all right with me.
President Popejoy: The faculty is all-powerful in this
matter. All in favor of placing Dr. Wollman on the committee
please say "aye. 11 Opposed, no. See if you can make it a
little more audible. All in favor of the motion please say
"aye." Opposed? (By show of hands 21 were in favor and
more than 21 opposed.) The motion is lost.
There is a motion before us to adopt the committee recommendations. All in favor please say "aye." Opposed? Carried.
I believe that is all on reports. We go to the heading of
old business. New business.
Dr. Utter: I would like to ask when the next meeting
of the faculty will be for the approval of graduates.
President Popejoy: I believe it is the Friday before
commencement, June 1. Dr. Scholes has an announcement.
Vice-President Scholes: It is very brief and simply to
urge all members of the faculty to go and get a chest X-Ray
this week while the mobile units are here. Now all administrative employees have been asked to do that and Dr. Smith's
office has been on a campaign to get the students to go, so
I appeal to you as members of the faculty to do the same
because I think it is quite as important for you as it is
for students and other administrative employees.
Dr. McMurray: I stopped in to get mine and they wouldn't
give them to us. We didn't have time at that time or any
other time today to go over and get a card, and I reported
that to the medical profession and they will probably change
that. They train them to set up so people can get an X-Ray
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in 60 seconds. I was in there three or four minutes . I
still don't have an X-ray. Dr. Smith has asked all people
to call and get a card. I haven't title to go and call for
a card.
Dr. Sherman Smith: I can explain that, Dr. McMurray.
I probably won't content you with my explanation. We have
made out cards with the names of all faculty and administrative employees. You would have wasted the time of getting
your name written, but that is small. The reason Counseling
and Testing is set up as a center for distribution was because
we have a desire to find out which students go and which do
not. The only way we can check that is by residues. If a
student volunteers, we will run down those who do not volunteer.
It is necessary to have a center apart from the unit when you
have two units. Suppose we do this. Let's put all the faculty
cards in this unit on Quivira. I think we might be wise to
send one unit back and put all the cards in one unit. That
is under advisement.
Member: Mr. Chairman, I stopped in this morning and they
said I would have to go to the Veterans Administration and get
a card.
are.

Dr. Smith: That was as correct as directions usually
It is the same place.
President Popejoy:

Any other observations?

Dr. Wicker: It won't work that way because many students
and faculty members will get X-rays off the campus. I did.
Member :

I did too, and we got through in 60 seconds.

Member : I hate to say anything against the people working
there. I got through in about two minutes.
ember:

Did you have a card?

ember:

I got a card; a lady gave it to me.

President Popejoy: Well, I hope the employees and faculty
who want this X-ray will be able to get it either downtown or
on the campus. It is a civic project. There is no compulsion
on the part of the staff. Any other questions? Any announcements? If not, the meeting is adjourned.
(The meeting adjourned at

5:25 p.m.)
Respectfully submitted,

~#?-~

Eva M. Israel
Secretary of the Faculty

April

18, 1951

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE EXTENSION COi1111ITTEE
For the Calend.s.r year cf l950-l9Sl
Coimri. ttee menbers: Reid., chairman, Cline, Ha.cmoycr, Huzarsl i, S· tt
Ta.tschl, Tedlock and Ada'1!S (Lucie) ~

,

----------------

The Cammi ttee has met regularly each month on the third, ccir. .• day
at noon luncheon at the New Uens' Dormitory.
Three main items have been given careful conside=ation dur·ng t.e
year, definite recomnendatior.s concerning tvro of which have b en s•1
r.rL tted to the University ild.1:1.inistration for action.

The fir t of

i terns had to do vTi th the services of the Film Librar:rJ the " cond

· .,h

an adjustment in the rate of pay for extension class ·nstructor, an
the third, which is still under consiceration, conce~nG
the rate of pay for correspondence i:istructors.

hem t er of

Tl.e rei:ommcnda.tio

the Committee will be dealt ,;ith in some detail in t .1

ol

follo ·

THE Filll LIBRAB.Y
As early as the spring of 1950 the Comnittee became concerned bout
the inadequate services being rendered by the Film Library.

sub-co -

rnittee of three, consisting of Adams, chairflan, Harmeyer ant Tedlock
was appointed to make a study of film library practices in other univ rsities and bring in the findings to it

Committee.

After several months, this report ·,as filed.

The data were in sup-

port of recommending :i111proved fac.:.li ties and services of oLll' Fil."!l

·br

As a consequence the Corr.mi ttee draw up the fallowing recor.J!llenda · on
and submitted them to the University Administration on Dec-i ~r 1$

950.

•
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At its regtlar meeting December 13J the Extension Committee passed the follo7d.ng recommendations to the Administ::-at.ion of the Univer!:it:r:
11

"That the University provide $25JOOO.OO per year for the
next four years for the operation of an Audio-Visual Aids
Bureau in the Division of Extension & Adult Education.
11 The CoJ:lillittee directed that the following reasons for the
recommendation be cited : a) the University is professionally bound to take the lead in the use of these relatively new
aids to teaching and learning, both by increased use of them
on the ca~pus and by setting a pattern of sound use in the
schools of the state through adequate instructionJ demonstration and research; b) the overwhelmning custom in other state
universities is in line with the recoil1!!lendation for this university; c) and the demand in the state is such to warrant
such eJi.Penditure for this service. d) The Committee would
like to respectfully suggest that, if the University Administration does not see fit to provide such adequate audio- visual
aidsJ the Film Ll.brary service as an activity of the Division
of Extension & Adult Education to the schools of the state be
discontinued and public announcement of the action be made . 11

On January

25, 1951, the Chairman of the Committee had the follow-

ing memo. from President Popejoy:
"Enclosed herewith is a copy of a memorandum I have received
from Academic Vice President France V. Scholes concerning
a request made by the Extension Committee .
11 I concur with Dr. Scholes in the decision he has reached.
Budget exigencies which will exist for the next few years
make it practically impossible to consider any expansion of
University facilities or offerings. 11

Dr. Scholes• memo. to President Popejoy, ,dated January 23, 1951,
read as follows:
"I am transmitting herewith a recommendation of the Extension
Committee that the University provide 025,000.00 annually for
the next four years for expansion of the work of the AudioVisual Aids section of the Extension Division,
11 The Extension Committee cites several arguments for expansion of the audio- visual aids program. It is true that many
other sta~e universities spend large sums of moner. on such
programs; some of them appropriate more than the ~25,000

proposed by the Committee. I a~ Je t}at th U
should facilitate use of these a.:.· J on the cal
•
we have been doing this by authorizing expenclit ur
projection equipment and films for depar n n l us
"I do not find it possible, ho·ever, to concur in h
sent Connnittee recommendation. In the first pl c
other demands upon the University budge that
Second, I have long questioned ·1hether w ar
using any large sum from the University funds o
program which up to the present time has very lar
the public schools, e pecially in view of cortain
that, during past years at least, the financial r 3ourc
the public schools have been more extensiv han tho
University; (2) that the State Office of Education h
to support proposals for a state-wid audio-vis 1 a
for the schools .
11 I agree with the Committee that the film servic
to
of the state should be discontinued if more adequa
not provided.

"It is requested that yo\l make known to Dr. R id your fi
cision in this matter . "
• 1. .

.J
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outlay of money for the film library should b
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RATE OF PAY FOR EXTENSION CLASS II:STRUC'i'ORS

.. ,. ·-

t ach r

For some time the matter of rate of pay for extension clas
has been an item of concern.
·....

te Uni-

Since the traditional policy of

versity Administration has been to expect extension classes

o

ay . c

~

ov,n v:ay tlrroui:;h stud.en:. fees, t 1e pay of instructors

as be n on

he

rather arbi trar:T basis of ,;12 . 50 per cla r- meeting for 16 rne tings
~~200 for each J-hour course .

r

In adci tion ins true tors r cei v • the r

lar mileage alloi::ance of 7¢ and the per diem rate of ~..,, .
This rate of pay was considered inadequate, es. ucially s · nee "'

e

classes at great distances from the Uni ver"i y consum d as r.iany a" 10
hours or more of the ·nstructor's .,ime .

Some :niv rs
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refused to bo out under this arrangement.
After careful study, the Committee proposed the follo ,lne revised
rate of pay for extension class instructors .

It was submitted to the

University .,\dministration on lJovember 2 7, 19.50.
11 As indicated in the accompanying minutes of the Extenfiion
Committee, a reco~Jnendation was passed urging the raising
of pay of extension class instructors . The present rate
of base-pay is C,200 for teaching a 3- hour extension class,
to Ylhich is added 7¢ per mile traveled in personal car and
per diem at the rate of ~5. The recommended change in pay
calls for base-pay of J240, plus 5¢ per mile for time-intransit, to which will be added the customary 7¢ per mile
traveled in personal car and per diem at the rate of ~5.
11 This new rate o: over-all pay will bring the University
of New 1.:ex.ico up into :mere favorable comparison wi. th t.he
average of 0270 base- pay in 30 selecteci universities of
the country. Following is a table of pay for instructors
to four selected tovms in New Mexico at varying distances
from the University :

"Belen

11

Los Alamos

Base-pay $:?40. 00
5¢ rer mi. 49.60
20. co $309.60
per diem
--32_,44 $379 . 04
Car mileage
"<''?40.
00
Base-pay ~Y- •
5¢ per mi .. 155~20
20
.
40. 00 1'4·~['
per diPID
c1-51.20
22.6.no
Car mi::!..eat.:;e
-·-Dasc,-i;,ay ')240 . 00
5¢ pel'.' mi. 120.00
20 . 00 0380 .. 00 }
per d.i.em
168,00 ~~548 . co
Car mileage
- -Base-pay ~~240 . 00
5¢ per mi. 99.20
20 . 00 ~357 ,20
per diem
Car mileage _____ 138~38
~498 . 08

~,

11

Soccrro

11

Sa11t.a Fe

~) .

"The average base-pay for these four towns (including per diem)
is $372 .00.
"Heretofore the University policy has bee:i to expect extens::.on
classes to pa:r for th ems elves from student f P.es ~ Ove::- t:1P- 22
years since the Extension Di vision was o"'g.o>:1iz. E:d in 1928:, GX· tension classes have just about managed to bre3k even. H.:.ww-er,
observance of this policy has recently caused several extension
classes, especially in smaller communities, to be abandoned for
lack of sufficient students to pay for the classes .

20 ',
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"This falling off in the size of extension clasc:es has been
~ue. to several factors. First , since tradition2.lly tre r.~-Jority of students in extension classes have been teach8rs
and since teachers ' basic level of professional tTainins
~as risen ~ ~his so 1.rrce of demand has been reduced , Sec)ad)
:.n commun:. ties vrhere there have been enour.h teachers ( a 1d
others) for a class , the high degree of specializatio~ ~!l
su"!Jject matter has prevented the selection of a course o:'.'
courses suitable to all. Third, a f e'.'T years a::;o tl:e State
Board of Ecucation set up the rule that teachers could ~ot
earn credits ·uy extension class tonard the renewal of t3n.ch:i.nc
c ertificates .
11 T:1e average size of extension class enrollments for the pa~t
three semesters has been 12 . I} is obvious that such a small
enrollment cannot p~y for tho increased costs outlined above .
To do so nould require: 19 students at Belen; 31 at Les Ala.n:os;
27 at Socorro; and 2~ at Santa ?e ..
11 The second recomrr,endation of the lli:tensiC'n Comni ttee orings
before the UDi vcrsity }.unir.iRt~'.'atior.. the r.e cess.:. t,y of revis~.ng
the policy or' financia:!. supp8r t, for extensi01 classes, in favor
of allocating fur.ds from the University budget to meet the ar1ticipated clefici ts in classes under the nevr plan of increased
pay for extension class instructors .

" It may be e:;:xpected, if the rate of pay of exteEsion class
instructo:rs is ar,proved. and subsidy for extension classes
allovred, that t'1ere w1.ll be a minimum of =1.5 ext.er:sion classes
per ser:iestc;r, _,-( the averaga total cost !-:er cl:iss ( .,,,C:19"e,8 ),
30 classes per y<°cI v;ould cost :~15, 572 . 40 and ar,nu·t- trice that
amount for the nPxt biP.nniu,-n- It is believed t: . --::. not more
than one ,vJ.f of this ?Jnmmt can be raised from ctudE:'1t .:'eE•.s ~
Thus , tl1e recor:w,d;1.dati,m of the Extension Connnittee cc1::;_13 for
sorr.e ~::Jl., C'GOoOO .:or BX :-,ensio:1 classes for the next bier.,ri.tu'::,
1tif tr.is nr~w pc.:,.r of extension instr1:ctors is to go ir.":.o effect.
for the se ~ond ,, ~, ,cste:".' of 1 s,:;o.-19Sl.!' func:.s in thP, amount cf
about :)7.,CJO~OCJ 1.-:i.ll b3 needec. Since vre can ex:r:ect at leas+,
50% cf thi.s amo1.'· t fron stud-:mt fees , it :is probable t°l:rJ.t a
::,ro[:;ra"!l. of extension classes can be offered. fer from :.1:coo
to :)hCOO. 11
As this matter ·was discussed informally vd.th the University A·±::inis ...,rat,

1-.
.).S

tion., it became e~n.dent that the b~dget increase necoss2ry to put
rate of pay f orr.,ul.a into effe ~t wouln. unbalance the ec0nor.1y heing ' 1 -~,l::.ed
t o the total funds available to tl,e Ur.i ver si ty.
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Consequently, a substitute plan for pay of

was submitted.

This plan recommended a uniform rai"'e of

~12 . 50 per class meetinr to ,,,20 . 00 .

Thus, an i struc or

the base pay of ::.,320 . 00 for a 3 - hour course, pl·1s
bursement of 7¢

ctor

xten~ion

he cu"

per mile and ~~5 per diem for trav 1 .

r

0:1

This ,

s

each extension class instructor cets the same base pay,
distance traveled to class meetings, but it is e

cctcd that in ti.

the distance fac:,or will ave:rage o t for each in tructor.

i

This substitute plan has been c1pproved by ,he .clnin·~t
officials ar:d v:il::!.. go i:r:to ef ..'.:ect next fiscal year .

s

co

The matter of adjustment in pay for corr
both for makinc up cocrses and for correcting a .... ignm':!nt

y

t ··n

students , was considered by t .. e Cor.-:r.:i t tee at its April 18, 19 .51
The p~esent rate of ~ay for

.oo

hese services is

er s

hour of the courc3e ,ilade up ( ..,24. CO for a 3-hour co1.ll'S9) a1 d

42¢

r

lesson for correctinb ~tudcnts ' ~ssig~~en,s in~ 36-1~ ... son cours ~
It was recc:rrnende::l by the ..,o,_11:i..ttee that th se td+ .s be i Gr
to 1~10 . 00 per credit hour for mal:i
for correcting students· worl< in a 3
the :ee fo:::- m::iki:1g u;:

l

u

a course a.

to 50¢

d

er 1 sson

l nder this p1a."'l:

le,..son course .

3- hc-.ir :curse will be ~30.00,

36 assigrnner..ts the ins r..ictor ,·;ill receiv

R

·hi::!.e for

~ill.

')1G.00

Since to put tnis r,.e r rate of ~ ay for corrospondcnce in'" r c ors
into effec:, will no:. c.:111 fc::- a.r1y acidi tional funds fr .n th
University budcet, it is expected t!•at i "' appr va
by the University Adr.:in:.str~tion.

,•:l

1 ba gr

